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Measurement and Research in the Service of Education*

Warren G. Findley

Research and Development Center in Educational Stimulation

University of Georgia

The history of measurement and research in education, and the devel-
opment of the methodology of these fields, is the history of efforts to
solve real problems faced by educators. The rate at which the solutions
offered by research workers were adopted and the extent to which they
were applied have been questioned. But the history of application has
not always been as so often pictured, a matter of reluctant adoption
long after results were found.

The classic example is the work of Binet (Peterson, 1925). Binet

was not commissioned to build an intelligence test or to advance the
concept of an IQ with its imputed innateness and stability. Rather,
he was set the task of helping schoolmen in Paris pick out children
unable to keep up with the majority of their peers in mastering school
learning as then presented in organized classes in school. He solved
the problem by conceiving and developing a mental age scale useful in
evaluating children's skill in essential mental processes. The scale
was applied immediately and directly, and with refinements by others
was later made the basis for assigning slow-learning children to
special classes or institutions in the United States as well.

In the process, someone else (Stern, 1914) conceived the IQ as
a ratic of mental age to chronological age that had considerable sta-
bility under prevailing conditions in school and society, a phenomenon
that gave credibility to the notion that an innate measureable quality
had been found.

*Invited address to Division D, Measurement and Research Methodology,
American Educational Research Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
March 4, 1970.
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Army Alpha, developed to meet the very real problem of rapidly class-
ifying recruits in World War I, the first time this country had faced
the implications of universal conscription, was seized upon as the model
not only for group measurement of "intelligence" among school children
but for a scheme of achievement testing that hopefully was to undergird
a new "science of education." Grade scores joined age scores as indices
of mental measurement and were applied to successively larger segments of
the public school population. Measurement: instruments were applied with
gusto in school surveys and elaborate concepts of educational quotients
(educational age over chronological age) and achievement quotients (educ-
ational age over mental age) were advanced. Underachievement and over-
achievement were born (Thorndike, 1963). Underachievement consisted of
doing less than one was capable of doing, while overachievement meant,
of course, doing more than one was capable of! (Findley, 1959). How
widely these concepts were adopted may be debated. Perhaps it was a
mark of good sense of schoolmen not to be completely won over to these
new concepts of the educational research community.

We have ever since been trying to qualify and clarify these concepts
in the light of subsequent research. Factor analysis chiefly destroyed
belief in the essentially unitary character of the IQ, and the Iowa and
Chicago studies of the 1930's challenged its stability (Stoddard, 1943).
The individual mental ability test continues to provide a basic index of
mental retardation although it does not unequivocally point to special
class placement for all children who score low.

Terman (1925-47), of course, had explored the implications of the
upper end of the ability scales, culminating in his longitudinal studies.
But neither he nor others generated an instructional model to follow,
unless it was "ability grouping," a practice that has yet to live up to
its promise of simplifying the instructional task by putting together
those most alike in learning ability. Applied subject by subject and
with due regard to more specific aspects of individual differences, it
shows some promise. In the instructional fiad, research on the teach-
ing of reading up to now has chiefly shown some clues to success in
teaching middle class children, but no confident unanimity regarding
methcd (Chall, 1967).

Meanwhile, in a market of scarcity for higher education, group
tests like the College Entrance Examination Board's Scholastic Aptitude
Test have demonstrated their usefulness in the selection of those most
likely to master the academic curriculum of colleges, especially when
used jointly with previous school records. Incidentally, now that
"middle class" has become a term for special environmental advantages
over the "disadvantaged," we generally forget that it was such tests
that helped the "middle class" child of a generation or two ago to
compete successfully with the "upper class" child of that day for select-
ion to succeed in the academic world that had until then been largely
reserved for a socioeconomic elite.
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Progress was made during the 1930's and 1940's, considerably
through the leadership of Ralph Tyler (1934; Smith and Tyler, 1942)
in improving measures of school learning. The objectives of instruc-
tion became the objectives of test construction. Tests were designed
to measure ability to apply knowledge and the highly adaptable
multiple-choice format was proven capable of measuring applications
as well as simple factual knowledge. As this trend developed, the
distinctions between "intelligence," "scholastic aptitude," and
"achievement" began to blur. All merged as "developed abilities"
and it became clear that in so-called aptitude and intelligence
tests we were measuring various kinds of achievement with a view
to prediction (Wesman, 1948, 1956).

So, I submit, ours has been an eagerness for findings applicable
to the problems of education. It now becomes appropriate to delineate
the educational problems we see surfacing in our new period of uneven
affluence.

After World War II, it became popular to talk about educating
"all the children of all the people" (Educational Policies Commission,
1944). Compulsory attendance age had become 16 or higher everywhere.
More recently state after state has moved toward universal accessibil-
ity of at least junior college education. Yet these advances bring
into clearer focus new goals of even-handed availatility of educational
proficiency to all. What of those with backgrounds that do not permit
them to take full advantage of new "equal" opportunities? What of the
cumulating trend that has made the more affluent and more educated
parents translate their favorable socioeconomic situation into educat-
ional "advantage" for their children? What agreement are we reaching
on what constitutes equal educational opportunity for " all the child-
ren of all the people"?

Several approaches are being tried that show promise. We have
already :entioned wide accessibility to higher education. This is
largely a matter of money, and our states are appropriating it. A
second trend is toward earlier education of children. Funds have
not flowed so directly here, but neither have we reached agreement
on what would help most.

Compensatory education for disadvantaged is another approach,
but this is not clearly defined as to what it consists of. Para-
professionals offer much promise, both for help to the children and
for adult status. Male models are needed. Desegregation is approved,
but presents problems of implementation even over and above the issue
of residential segregation. Actually, socioeconomic segregation gen-
erates quite as strong a feeling as ethnic separation, although it
does not stand out so sharply and visibly,
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One very promising trend is tutoring (Cloward, 1967), by peers
or by older children. When the older children are chosen from those
who stand "below grade" among their peers, an especially fortunate
situation prevails. Studies already show the tutors gain even more
than the tutored. And why not? For once, these tutors were elevated
from being ones everyone deplored or pitied to ones who could help
someone less able. What's more they could see their success. Their
pupils obviously had learned something. And they had brought this
about. We who are teachers should be the first to understand.

It works with peers, too. Please pardon this personal anecdote.
It goes back to my elementary school days and age 11. In the small
town in which I grew up, spring meant sandlot baseball. It also
meant a problem of finding teams to play. One team consisted of boys
we would today characterize as living "on the other side of the tracks".
We entered such games knowing that, if we won, they would rough us
up to get even and that, if we lost, they would beat us up to show
who was boss.

I remember particularly one boy who usually worked me over. Let
us call him Frankie because that was his name. One day in seventh
grade, we were having "Music" in the junior-senior high school auditor-
ium where the rows of seats were close together and made passing
difficult. Frankie came in last and tromped hard and intentionally
on my left foot. Without pausing to reflect, I stuck out my right
foot, tripping Frankie and sending him sprawling down the row. The
teacher easily diagnosed the situation and sent us both to the prin-
cipal's office.

The principal stayed in his office for a half hour while we
waited under the wat'hful eye of his secretary. I suspect the prin-
cipal could have come out sooner, but he was a wise old bird even
then. (Later he became President of the American Educational Research
Association as Dr. J. Cayce Morrison). I do not remember which one
of us had brought his arithmetic book with him, but before the half
hour was up, I had somehow gotten around to teaching Frankie some
arithmetic he did not understand. Thereafter he never beat me up.
And. I was launched on my career as an educator, if not an educational
psychologist!

I tell this story in a light vein, but it has a significant point.
At least one boy "from the other side of the tracks" had found that
the boy who always succeeded in arithmetic without seeming effort and
made him feel he was lust out to shine for himself, not only could
but would share his skill because, indeed, he did make "hard" arith-
metic make sense! How often do we give opportunity for this kind
of mutually beneficial experience to take place in our competitive
school atmosphere? ("Cheating" is the term applied to sub rosa efforts
to help in what is often the only situation offered for such collabor-
ation, but which the teacher has meant for a test!)
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A corollary to this, in a way, is the new emphasis on mastery learn-
ing and its measurement. (Bloom, 1968; Carroll, 1963). I am teaching
a class this quarter in statistics.. The students are being taught the
same material and taking the same tests as ever. But they are being
given extra time to study the content under direction and are taking
parallel tests - midterm and final. Already, the C's are practically
wiped out, the 2 D's are,lnd several B's have become solid A's.
Teachers with criterion - ,referenced tests can do this at almost any

school level. It is perhaps easiest at the higher levels--college as
contrasted with elementary school. But it can be done in elementary
school too. I remember an eighth-grade arithmetic teacher who found
ways to give us the extra time we needed to learn in class so that
we never had homework. Programs of computer-assisted instruction and
other programed approaches must be incorporated, wherever efficient,
into our armameutarium of teaching-learning procedures to individualize
instruction in some working compromise with the merits of humane per-
sonal attention to children's maturing.

If we are to address ourselves to the issues of what I have cal-
led the "even-handed availability of educational proficiency to all,"
what are the necessary conditions of methodology of research and
measurement?

First, we need major surveys to define the scope of our problems.
We have been enjoying the fruits of John Flanagan's conception of
Project TALENT since 1960 (Flanagan, et al, 1962a, 1962b, 1964, 1966),
Wave after wave of new and extended data have shown us what each of
four successive classes of national samples of measured high school
students have become and what factors in their backgrounds and exper-
ience have been most determinative in producing these developments.
It may be argued that successive new waves are required, that the data
of the 1960's are unequal to the facts of the 1970's. More about that
shortly.

We have been treated to other studies, cross-sectional in their
origins and current status, but capable of extension and replication
at suitable intervals. The study of "Equal Educational Opportunity"
directed by James Coleman (1966) has sought in the learning experiences
of younger children an insight into the determinative factors it later
productivity and happiness. Fortunately, for those dissatisfied with
the imperfections of this "crash" study conducted in response to an
act of Congress the data are there to be reworked by newer and more
refined procedures. McPartland (1969a, 1969b) for example, has reworked
the data on 5,075 Negro ninth-graders from New England and the Middle
Atlantic states to show the predominant effect of presence or absence
of white classmates on the achievement of these blacks. Using more
elaborate methods of regression analysis developed by Mood too late for
the original study, Mayeske and associates (1969), have explored the
cumulative interaction effect between student background variables and
the schooling prevalent today that leads initial advantage or disadvan-
tage to be enhanced with time. Walker and associates (1967) have used
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Baltimore City and County data to assess the cumulative impact of res-
idence in a resegregating environment on ethnic-socioeconomic disadvantage.

The two-volume International Study of Achievement in Mathematics
(Husen, 1967) used a cross-cultural sample from twelve cooperating nations
to show the effects of differing national patterns of education upon mas-
tery and interest. Lesson.: learned in presenting the findings of this
major international comparative study will permit high-lighting even more
effectively the effects of policies in extending universal education and
of teaching students in inclusive or separate institutions in ways a study
within a single national system would be limited by the pervasiveness of
national patterns. Already data are gathered on science, reading com-
prehension, English and French as second languages, and civic education.

What more is in prospect for us as we face projection of our further
research needs? The National Assessment of Progress in Education (Womer,
1970) is busily refining criterion-referenced measured of achievement
in ten areas of school learning, to be administered in three-year cycles
to national samples of schoolchildren ages 9, 13, and 17, and to arhotq
25-35. Data by region, community size, and ethnic group are being
obtained. Successive triennial determinations will serve to chart pro-
gress in the gross national product of education as no past survey has
done. Incidentally, our worthy purposes of national and international
assessment are having to give attention to possible conflict of school
populations for testing. Liaison has been established to prevent test-
ing the same children to produce uncertain effects, while at the same
time taking advantage of r common storehouse of sampling procedures.
In both studies the possibility remains of follow-up studies of adult

samples drawn from the same universes.

If these national and international surveys are to furnish our
quality control assessments, what other requirements are to be set?
Certainly, longitudinal studies of more limited problems are a must.
We may well note the special value of. Project TALENT in providing the
directional value of following individuals long enough to do more than
presume lasting effects. It is significant to note that the six-year
Denver study (McKee and Brzeinski, 1966; Brzeinski et al. 1967) of the
effects of beginning the teaching of reading in kindergarten at age
five was supported on condition that no report of claims for its effect-
iveness would be made until the children had completed the six years
of systematic effort. It is even more important to note that the
notable gains over contemporaries who began such study at age six were
no greater than the advantage over those who started at age five and

were admitted to regular first grades after a single year of special
initial instruction. This needs to be borne in mind in the present
attraction to performance contracts. Let the contracts cover a span
of years sufficient to demonstrate lasting effects. The first year's
gain is *.tot from a push at the top of a toboggan, but a first boost
up a mighty tall tree of knowledge to climb.
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It should be a first order of business mount substantial learn-
ing projects beginning at ages 5, 4, 3 or even earlier, using different
instructional plans and assumptions, and to follow the effects to age
11 at least, as the Denver study did. We do not know just what to do
at every point, but we know enough to start and can revise and revamp
plans for successive groups. We can use sufficiently game-like pro-
cedures to stimulate as well as appraise progress from early stages.
And the youngsters will be happy withal. Let no one who subjects his
children to TV deny this early education. Let us put to the empirical
test of lasting effects the kind of early childhood education that has
been practiced effectively but without systematic evaluation, in stim-
ulating children since the Iowa studies of the 1930's and even earlier.

Another byword of the day is "multivariate". Multiple criteria
need to be used to evaluate the outcomes of the teaching-learning process
by our computer- enhanced multivariate methods of analysis because the
teac1-1-Ing-learning process is multivariate in its inputs and treatments
as well as its outputs. Those with misgivings about the side effects of
early educational stimulation or any other innovation need to be invited
to apply their measures of such effects in a multivariate design in which
they are enabled to interact with the main effects of learning. Simple
discriminant analysis between two groups has been powerful for sometime.
Multivariate discriminant analysis promises to do for multiple groups
what factor analysis has done for individual differences. Alternative
differentiation in completion of courses and course sequences in college,
for example, can be explored for most significant relations to student
background data.

Factor analysis, or component analysis if you will, merits applic-
ation sequentially to find best solutions in terms of the meaningful
parameters of a substantive field (Findley, 1969). The variety of pro-
grams now available for extraction of factors (principal axes, R2, minres),
for rotations (varimax, quartimax, equamax), as well as choice of numbers
of factors, need to be exploited to the full to make greatest sense out
of known intercorrelations.

A prevailing theme in the current discussion of significance of
differences is the relative importance of the magnitude and the certainty
of a finding. Long before the day of our refined smal] sample statistics
Percival Symonds (1930) proposed bi-serial r as a measure of magnitude
of differences between means. Today we need to pay attention to the
magnitude of differences between our adjusted means as well as to their
inferential certainty. We need, in other words, to be as much concerned
with Type 13 error as with Type A. In interpreting data to the less
sophisticated, but even to ourselves, we would do well to consider a
substitute for the word "significance". What about the "reliability"
of a difference, or even uetter the "dependability" of a difference as
a statement of the certainty of a finding while discussing the magnitude
for its size, importance, or whatever.
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This paper will not have failed of its purpose if it merely brings
to serious attention the excellent discussion of "Education's Challenge
to Psychology: The Prediction of Behavior from Person-Environment Inter-
actions" by James V. Mitchell, Jr. (1969) in the latest issue of the
Review of Educational Research. In fact, all responsible for the refresh-
ing new viewpoint in this latest in a long series of triennial issues
devoted to the Methodology of Educational Research are to be congratulated.
In his chapter Mitchell challenges educational psychology, as Cronbach has
before, to consider basic interactions between individual differences and
environmental variables rather than to partial out or control individual
differences to get a better grasp on other variables and their interrela-
tions. Mitchell discusses three different interaction systems. First,
he challenges us to expand and extend our multivariate procedures to cope
with the aptitude-method interactions involved in teaching. Washburne
and Heil's (1960) three categories of teachers and four categories of
learners immediately spring to mind. Pupils were strivers, conformers,
waverers, or rebellers, while teachers were either controlling, turbulent,
or fearful. As I recall it, strivers and conformers performed well for
any kind of teacher, while waverers and rebellers did better for control-
ling teachers than for turbulent ones. Fearful teachers were too unsure
for anyone, so the controlling teachers showed to general advantage, tur-
bulent teachers having a slight advantage only in teaching science.
Mitchell goes on to cite cost benefit issues to be met in deciding at
what point of specificity to attempt to individualize instruction to
accommodate these differences. One is here reminded of Gage's (1967) con-
cept of the good teacher as one with a "spray" effect, being not quite
all things to all pupils, but at least alternately sensitive and respon-
sive to one, then another to achieve continuity of attention and learning
for all. The ultimate challenge appears to be to find multivariate
analysis procedures equal to the complexity of the task.

Mitchell turns second to the verbal interaction analysis of Flanders
which he finds too simplistic for the complexities of pupil-teacher inter-
actions although more than a good start in analyzing them.

Mitchell finally turns to the various measures of campus climate of
Pace, Stern, Astin, Holland and Pervin. These depend variously on student
perceptions of environmental press. Here the challenge would appear to
be a multivariate concept of subcultures to correspond to the diversity
characteristic of large college populations.

An issue engaging much attention at this convention, as it has
-ationally for sometime, is the effective relating of research and develop-
ment in the educational enterprise. Certainly we need much of both if
curriculum development and longitudinal studies in depth are to be projected.
Both are extensive and costly, hence require the long-time commitment of
teams of research workers in established centers. Dr. Gallagher in his key-
note remarks cited the ambiguity that bothered the OECD critics in the
TJ.S.O.E.'s planning outline. Tney did not understand the difference, he
felt, between the linear sequential character of the outline and the fund-
amentally interactive pattern. of operations. It has always seemed to me,
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since I heard him state it this way two years ago, that Frank Chase (1968)
made the essential relationship abundantly clear when he said:

"I incline to the view that research and development
may be considered as an entity and not simply as a
combination of some research with some development.
It may be thought of primarily as a set of interrelated
processes for dealing with problems in the context of
the systems or situations in which they arise. It leads
to the modification of existing systems for more effect-
ive performance and/or construction of new subsystems
for performance of specified functions. The search is
not so much for a perfect solution or product, but for
the best that can be devised through the use of exist-
ing knowledge and technologies. Simultaneous processes
of research and invention are employed. however, to in-
crease the working capital of applicable knowledge and
technology. The research, therefore, is development-
relevant or motivated whether it is used to improve
understanding of phenomena, to contribute to the sol-
ution of identified problems, or to test the effects
of operations. The development in turn is research-
informed, or guided, though not research-limited.
Research is essential to systematic and continuing
extension of the knowledge base on which development
rests; and development constantly poses new problems
which require research. At its best development often
out-marches research by imaginative theoretical con-
structions and inventions; but as it does so, it gives
new impetus to research and counts on the latter to
regulate the pace for the health of the systems,
societies, and individuals concerned."

The linear model of research, planning. development, evaluation,
diffusion and utilization, or the shorter catechism of research, devel-
opment, evaluation, and dissemination are good checklists of a fundamen-
tal sequence to bear in mind, but if the interactive relation is not
explicitly spelled out, the linear sequence takes hold of too many minds.
The model of industry with its large separate departments is even more
distracting. No research and development center can long endure thus
divided. In fact, no research and development center can flourish on
campus without an additional function of training recognized as an inte-
gral part of its operations. Universities are training institutions
equally with their research emphases and need to find a way to relate
research and training. Lacking this, mission-oriented departments of
government, with their built-in needs to change direction and emphasis,
place disproportionate strains on sponsored programs in institutions of
higher learning.
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Education surely needs research and development. Public education
especially needs guided innovation. But the is a need for continuity
and for service to the public that argues for special continuing agencies
of government with programs that transcend administrations. It is inter-
esting that the new Review of Educational Research has a chapter on the
Politics of Education (Kirst and Mosher, 1969) as an area of research
concentration. The authors and some others seem almost to glory in this
discovery. Previous desire for and attainment of insulation from polit-
ical buffeting are viewed as outdated, naive. Yet children are at stake
and require a continuity for growth in strength from their schools that
in some measure is akin to the stability enjoyed in an intact family
structure in the home. The need for continuity and stability must be
balanced against a need for stimulation and change. Just as we are striv-
ing for new and improved ways to help children learn through experimen-
tation, we are hearing of their rights and our invasion of their privacy.
Schools seeking new and better ways must be the ones to reach out in be-
half of their pupils for a continuously improving scheme of teaching,guided
and supported by research. Is it too much to hope that initiative will
come from local parents and schools on behalf of their children, seeking
aid from state and federal leadership through university consultants and
full-time staff supported by the local tax dollar as well as state and
federal equalization formulas?

In the current debate over research vs. evaluation, I see much merit
on both sides. Like Julian Stanley (1969), I see every reason for careful
design and terminal judgment based thereon in every study. Such judgment
needs also to be as independent as possible of the hopes and fears of the
proponents or operators of an innovation under scrutiny. However, there
is no question about the value, nay the essential importance, of formative
evaluation during the process of the study. Formative evaluation not only
provides immediate corrective feedback, but foretells the terminal or sum-
mative judgment. I was horrified a year ago to be informed by a usually
reliable person that a group had planned to visit a project about which
they had read an exciting report only to find that the project had been
discontinued. It appears that the report they had read was the `final re-
port. Decision to continue the project had had to be made before the
results were in and no one was willing to commit himself to continuing
the project at that point.

Another anecdote about our earlier preference for terminal evaluation- -
even follow-up evaluation--is told of one of my colleagues. In the days
of project research only, he had the practice of conducting two parallel
streams of research in order to maintain a continuing staff rather than
face the prospect of assembling, let alone training, a new staff when
suitable time had elapsed after completing a project, certifying to its
success, and obtaining a new grant to extend his explorations. By having
parallel, alternating cycles in the two streams of research, workers could
be transfered to Project B1 while Project Al was being written up and Project
A2 was being proposed for funding. I don't believe, as rumor had it, that
A-projects began in odd-numbered years and B-projects in even-numbered
years, but you get the picture. Formative evaluation, let it be said,
places demands on all participants in the project. Substantive specialists



have to embrace evaluation and research specialists have to become

suddenly knowledgeable substantively.

To aid this, we require a new emphasis on clear, correct and force-
ful presentation of the facts and forces in education. An emphasis on
graphics, found in too few elementary textbooks in measurement or statis-
tics, is a must. The use of unit frequency polygons, parallel or super-
imposed, (Educational Testing Service, 1957) tell a story of comparative
central tendencies, extent of variability and proportion of overlap that
cannot be comprehended at all as clearly in tabular or textual form.
When I first met John Ivey, now dean at Michigan State University, I was
struck by his title at the University of North Carolina. He was the
Director of a Division of Research Interpretation. To this day I remember
his effective multi-colored charts; I often borrowed his lightweight easel
for carrying charts for presentations.

In another vein, we are being aided in the communication of our
results by the relatively new machinery of the ERIC Clearinghouses
(U.S. Office of Education, 1970) now numbering 19, for the several sub-
stantive areas of education. The U.S. Office of Education, long the burial
ground for research it had paid for, had become the patron of the research-
ers on a large scale, rescuing from obscurity not only government research,
but papers and studies done in-house everywhere, but not otherwise avail-
able for wide distribution. Especially significant are the procedures
developed by the several clearinghouses for making "information analyses",
state of the art papers, for distribution to their special clientele.

A final word about instrumentation. A whole field crying for attention
is the adaptation of appraisal devices to new populations. In early child-
hood education we have learned to capture children's interest and turn it
toward earlier mastery of basic skills or processes. In doing this, much
is made of games or game-like activities. In these activities children
strive as we always did, and they learn. It remains for us to systematize
observations and records of this learning. I (Findley, 1968) have watched
preprimary children play a dart-gun game, shooting paper leaves off a tree
drawn on the wall. Each leaf at first contains a single letter--later they
carry whole words. In the game as commonly played, turns are taken with
the gun and each child scores whenever he knocks off a leaf and can name
the letter or word. If he cannot name the letter or word, it does not count
and it becomes someone else's turn. Children play such games eagerly with
minimum supervision for thirty or forty minutes at a stretch. At regular
intervals of a week or two the teacher can put up a "standardized" set
of letters and/or words and record the success of the children in successive
groups. A more advanced group can be given a more advanced set of letters
and/or words at the "test" sessions. Observations to date do not confirm
the usual finding of better mastery of these reading fundamentals by girls.

At the present time, I am reviewing a first attempt to develop a read-
ing test especially for ghetto children--in this case, Negro boys. Based
on the assumption that the standard reading fare so much enjoyed by
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middle class girls and many middle class boys will not command the interest
and effort of ghetto children, the stories are about Negro athletes, getting
evicted from poor housing, street incidents with police, and the like. I

can only hope that this may open the way to measuring early progress en
route to the later skill of reading textbook material so essential in school
progress. There is good reason to hope. There is evidence that tests in-
volve a matter of acceptance as well as capability. Research has shown,
(Machover, 1943) for example, that the same children who are low on reading
and arithmetic tests are equally low on abstract reasoning tests that appear
meaningless exercises to them. At least they know it would be good to
read well and do arithmetic problems, but abstract tests designed to free
them from schooling handicaps fail to capture their imagination and effort.
It is hopeful that we are attempting tests as well as instructional materials
adapted to interests.

Another adaptation (Findley, 1962) practiced in many school systems
and in experimental projects is to test children on standardized tests at
their previously established reading levels. This insures that children
can show what they know in different areas rather than proving on several
different tests that they cannot read at the level required by the tests.

Presentation of tests orally has long been a feature of readiness
tests, or diagnostic measures. Much can be done to test poor readers at
higher language levels they understand when spoken, by reading multiple-
choice test questions aloud to them while they follow on a copy before
them. If each question is read aloud twice, with the teacher pausing at
the end of each question or stem and at the end of successive alternatives
printed on separate lines, third-graders and lower can follow the reading
and mark their choice of options quite dependably.

Special adaptation is essential for appraising readiness or mastery
of foreign students to whom English is a second language (Findley, 1966).
Mention has already been made of the prospective value of the International
Study of Educational Achievement in this area. But I was reminded once
again only two weeks ago when a Korean student in my statistics course
asked if he might bring a pocket Korean-Engl!lh dictionary to the midterm
test. I remembered an earlier foreign studer. , also a Korean, who had the
same difficulty with my multiple-choice tests and is now holder of the
doctorate and a staff member at AIR. I always allow extra time on my
statistics examinations to permit American students to feel unhurried as
they carry through the mysterious computations involved in finding a
standard deviation. My former Korean student assured me that the extra
time permitted him, when necessary, to translate whole multiple-choice
exercises into Korean before answering. The fact is that English is so
fine a first language because its derivation from the diverse Latin and
German roots allows finer nuances of expression than languages that have
only a single word for a quality and use a negative prefix to indicate
its opposite. With this base we find it helps American students to pre-
sent alternative choices and require selection of an answer rather than to
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offeroffer an opan-ended question and put the burden of formulating an answer
upon them. For the foreign student it is the other way around. He does
better to formulate his answer to an essay question as best he can and
put the burden of interpreting his intent on his reader or listener rather
than accepting the burden on himself of interpreting a stem or question
and four or five alternatives. I remember vividly a Pakistani student a
few years back who always entered the final examination in one of our
courses one grade higher than he finally received. I had students as well
as faculty members come to me spontaneously with. accounts of how well he
had presented a statistical topic in class only to learn later that he had
fallen down on the final examination. Laborious use of context to clarify
uncertain terms in American discourse were the price of a second language.

So measurement and research continue to have a rich variety of con-
tributions to offer to American education. The challenge is there for
all of us to seize.
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